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Responsibility knocks, and a reckless, hedonistic man responds and opens the door to loveâ€”thus
is a daredevil snared. #1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens brings you the third
installment in THE ADVENTURERS QUARTET, continuing the drama of Regency-era high seas
adventure, laced with a mystery shrouded in the heat of tropical jungles, and spiced with the
passionate romances of four couples and their unexpected journeys into love. Captain Caleb
Frobisher, hedonistic youngest son of a seafaring dynasty, wants to be taken seriously by his family,
and understands he has to prove himself sufficiently reformed. When opportunity strikes, he seizes
the next leg of the covert mission his brothers have been pursuing and sails to Freetown. His
actions are decisive, and he completes the mission&#39;s next stageâ€”but responsibility, once
exercised, has taken root, and he remains in the jungle to guard the captives whose rescue is the
mission&#39;s ultimate goal.Katherine Fortescue has fled the life of poverty her wastrel father had
bequeathed her and come to Freetown as a governess, only to be kidnapped and put to work
overseeing a child workforce at a mine. She and the other captured adults understand that their
lives are limited by the life of the mine. Guarded by well-armed and well-trained mercenaries, the
captives have been searching for some means of escape, but in vain. Then Katherine meets a
handsome manâ€”a captainâ€”in the jungle, and he and his crew bring the sweet promise of rescue.
The sadistic mercenary captain who runs the mine has other ideas, but Caleb&#39;s true strength
lies in extracting advantage from adversity, and through the clashes that follow, he matures into the
leader of men he was always destined to be. The sort of man Katherine can trustâ€”with her body,
with her life. With her love.The first voyage is one of exploration, the second one of discovery. The
third journey brings maturity, while the fourth is a voyage of second chances. Continue the journey
and follow the adventure, the mystery, and the romances to the dramatic end.
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I did not like this book. I have read many Stephanie Laurens books and found this one the worst.
The characters lacked the usual depth and unlike her other books the peripheral characters were
introduced but had no real purpose. I hope the next episode is better.

I'm a long-time Stephanie Laurens fan, but I had a hard time finishing this book and the one
preceding it in this series. The story could have been told in a shorter book or series. The non-stop
talk of strategy between the characters (not only the captives, but those that captured them, and
those who pull the strings), had me skipping paragraphs. However, I will give Ms. Laurens credit
where credit is due. Let me explain: I'm a die-hard Regency romance reader--I average 75 books
per year. I've read just about every unique story line there ever was . . . but the story line of The
Adventurers Quartet is the most unique ever. It will not deter me from reading the final book in the
series once it comes out in December, but for the prospective buyer reading my critique, just keep in
mind when you read this: Strategy, tad bit of love story, then tons more strategy.

I have enjoyed each one of THE ADVENTURES QUARTET, !!Each one has had a little bit more
excitement each time!!And this book, THE DAREDEVIL SNARED, has left me veryanxious to read
her followup!! Now, I don't think I can wait to December for the next book!!!I read everything
Stephanie Laurens writes, and am alwayslooking for her next book!! Her characters are very well
defined,I can see them in my mind.

I am absolutely loving this series! Stephanie has really hit the mark in great series books with
lovable characters and great storylines! The more I read by her the more I love them. Caleb and
Kathleen have a hard row to get to the happily ever after but their story is one of great

accomplishment and love and respect and a partnering of mind, body and soul. I can't wait for the
next story to come out!

Having read everything this author wrote and loved them, I was surprised at the slow pace. This
book has no end and leaves me feeling that I was conned into buying it. I of course will read the
fourth episode to find out the end of this book.

I am so disappointed in this book. Believing it to be a complete story but, it is not. The ending is in
another book. This is a very slow moving story on mining diamonds, slave's, a little love and hope
mixed in. A reader that likes details about mines would like it.

This third book in the series is just as good as the first two but very disappointed that I finished this
book in July and now have to wait until December to find out how the adventure ends. As always,
Stephanie writes an excellent story with fantastic characters.

I love reading Stephanie Laurens books!! Each book in this new series build on each other and
each brother has their own task to do. Any time the name Wolverstone's name is in a book you
know that the book will have a mystery!
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